The evaluation of robustness and reliability of realistic structures in the presence of uncertainty involves costly numerical simulations with a very high number of evaluations. This motivates model order reduction techniques like the proper orthogonal decomposition. When only a few quantities are of interest an approximative mapping from the high-dimensional parameter space onto each quantity of interest is sufficient. Appropriate methods for this task are for instance the polynomial chaos expansion or low-rank tensor approximations.
Introduction
An engineering task like optimization of structures, materials or manufacturing processes as well as the evaluation of robustness or failure probability of a system frequently relies on processing vast amounts of data. In many cases, these data is generated from simulations, e.g. FEM, since real experiments are quite expensive and time consuming. In order to obtain accurate results a huge amount of degrees of freedom (dof) are needed, which leads to time consuming simulations.
In contrast to real experiments, there are many approaches to reduce the time needed for a simulation. A classical approach is the parallelization of the simulation. The success of this approach strongly depends on the scalability of the problem. If e.g a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is performed, each sample may be computed in parallel. Therefore, the scalability is one. On the other side of the spectrum one finds e.g. time stepping methods, where each time step fully depends on the preceeding time step. Without special methods this computation is not scalable. Assuming a high scalability, the next barrier is the cost of operating millions of computing units. With around 1.7MW power usage the JUQUEEN supercomputer at the JSC provided 458.752 cores. Depending on the problem this is not sufficient. Assume a system which is influenced by 10 parameters, for each parameter we have 10 options and the evaluation of the system for one parameter configuration takes 10 hours. Then, computing all paramater configurations would take around 24.88 years on the JUQUEEN, more than four times of the life span of the machine itself. This example illustrates the ubiquitous "curse of dimensionality" [6] . Thus eventually, using parallelization on supercomputers reaches its limits and other approaches have to be considered. One approach to tackle this curse is to reduce the computation time for one evaluation.
Reducing the computation time for one evaluation is achieved by model order reduction (MOR) techniques like the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [41, 30, 25] , the proper generalized decomposition (PGD) [10] , reduced basis (RB) [14] and the empirical interpolation method (EIM) [39] . PGD introduces different parameters as extra-coordinates [10] . More general are projection based MOR techniques like POD [8] , load-dependent Ritz methods [28] and modal basis reduction [35] , which differ in the projection matrix used. The empirical interpolation method is an extension of POD. EIM splits the operators in a linear and non-linear part. The linear part is treated by POD, the nonlinear part by an additional subspace projection [4] .
Even if one finds a sufficiently accurate reduced model and thereby reduces the computational time substantially, the curse of dimensionality remains. For 10 parameters with 20 options and an evaluation time of only 1 millisecond, the parallelized evaluation of all parameters would still take 6912 years. The only way to reduce this time is to reduce the number of evaluations. How this can be achieved, depends on the question posed.
In many situations, a simulation can be reduced to one or several characteristic values. In a production chain this could be the number of produced units per day. For the design of a CPU this could be the power usage per operation, and for the construction of a bridge this could be the maximal stress over the day. Often, this characteristic value is denoted as quantity of interest (QoI). Then, a task in practical design might be to find a parameter configuration which results into maximization or minimization of this QoI. Uncertainty quantification includes the computation of statistical moments or level sets of the QoI.
When a mapping from paramater space onto the QoI is given in a proper form, it becomes feasible to perform these tasks without the evaluation of every paramater combination. Let p 1 , . . . p d be the d parameters and imagine that the QoI ϕ is well approximated bỹ
In this fully separated form, the computation of the absolute maximum is reduced to finding the absolute maximum of the d functions { f k } k∈{1,...,d} . Similarly, under the assumption that the parameters are statistically independently distributed the computation of the mean reduces to the multiplication of the d means of { f k } k∈{1,...,d} . Obviously, in practice it is not always possible to find this particular form of separability. Nonetheless, many other forms of separability are found in various tensor formats, e.g., the Canonical Polyadic format [23] , the Tucker format [12] , the Tensor Train format [36] or the Hierarchical Tucker format [22, 19, 18] . This class is denoted as low-rank approximations. In [27, 21] very good overviews are found. These formats are actively researched and were already applied successfully to mitigate the curse of dimensionality in many situations, examples are [2, 32, 15, 33, 13, 11] .
In this work methods from model order reduction and low rank approximations are investigated for a Neo Hookean model problem, which is presented in Sec. 2. From the class of MOR techniques, the novel adaptive proper orthogonal decomposition APOD is introduced in Sec. 4. The advantages of APOD over POD are worked out in Sec. 4.2. Especially in the case of additional geometric parameters the advantage is clearly shown in the numerical results. These numerical results also motivate the usage of low-rank approximations. From the latter class, the Hierachical Tucker approximation (HTA) is briefly introduced in Sec. 5. The HTA is applied to the model problem and the approximation quality is investigated in Sec. 6. A first idea to find synergies between HTA and APOD is established in Sec. 6.2. In that section a low approximation of the POD error is constructed, in order to find paramater configurations and thereby snapshots, which improve the POD model. The uncertainty quantification tasks performed in this work are motivated in Sec. 2.1. Finally, in Sec. 7 these tasks are performed with POD, APOD and HTA and thereby compare our methods. The paper is concluded with an outlook in Sec. 8. 
Model problem
The model problem investigated here is a cube made of NeoHookean material undergoing large deformation. Geometry and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1 (c.f. [40] ). Using the symmetry of the problem only a quarter of the cube is considered. In Tab. 1 the parameters of our main setup are found. To ensure a stable computation, the pressure is applied incrementally in time. 100 time steps are used until full loading is achieved For the computations itself the finite element analyse program FEAP [43] is used.
UQ for the Cube
Since the paper focuses on surrogate models for uncertainty quantification, cf. [42] , as main application, our problem is extended, so that the parameters of our model problem lie in a range instead of having an assigned fixed value. Additionally, the units are omitted and the parameter ranges are set to
For the remainder of the paper we will keep the boundaries for the geometric parameters constant, the Young's modulus and the loading will change to save some computation time. To ease up notation in the following chapters, we also introduce the parameter space
and take the liberty to enumerate our parameters
The problem of uncertainty quantification eases up, when only one scalar value is of interest. For our model problem the maximal deformation is chosen, which is measured in percentage of the initial height of the cube. This quantity of interest is denoted as ϕ. This leads us to the main task of this paper, which is to provide a mapping
Once a mapping is found, it becomes feasible to estimate the first statistical moments of the quantity of interest, namely the mean and the variance, by means of a Monte Carlo method. Each parameter has a probability distribution, e.g. a uniform distribution over the range or a truncated normal distribution. We generate a finite discrete set X of random parameter configurations according to the respective distributions. Then, the sums
estimate the mean and the variance. Non-intrusive methods like multilevel Monte Carlo [16] or stochastic collocation [1] methods are superior to this method regarding the number of samples needed for an accurate estimation. But since the focus of this paper lies on the construction and investigation of reduction methods for the mapping (4) the standard Monte Carlo method is used throughout this paper. In the following chapters, the reduced models which provide this mapping are studied in detail. Then, then the resulting methods are employed for uncertainty quantification in Section 7.
Model reduction for the Neo Hooke equation
Model order reduction (MOR) in the context of FE means that the order of the model is reduced in order to save CPU time and memory [38] . For many applications this paves the way for indepth investigations of the problem at hand, because irrelevant parts of the model can be significantly reduced.
The problem
The discrete nonlinear equation system is obtained from a displacement-based finite element formulation
where for static examples the n × 1 nodal acceleration vector U(t) can be neglected. The n × n matrix M represents the mass matrix and the n × 1 vector U(t) the vector of nodal displacements. The external load is represented by the time-dependent n × 1 vector P(t). With this assumption and Eq. (6) the residual vector G(U(t)) is defined as
The dependence on the time t is from now on omitted in the notation. Commonly, the Newton-Raphson method is used to solve the nonlinear Equation (7).
Projection based MOR
One special kind of MOR is the projection based MOR, where the high dimensional equation system is projected to an equation system of smaller dimension m [29] . This smaller equation system is solved and the solution is then projected back to the high dimensional space. Especially suitable is this procedure for problems, where the difference in displacement between time steps is well approximated by a linear combination of the basis W 1 , . . . , W m .
The dimension m determines the accuracy and computational effort of the POD. With smaller m the computational effort is reduced in exchange for accuracy. Usually, m can be chosen to be much smaller than n, without substantial loss of accuracy.
Let Φ be the n × m projection matrix which serves for the projection from the n dimensional space onto the m dimensional space. Furthermore, let U j red be the reduced m × 1 displacement vector and
be the unreduced n × 1 displacement vector of the jth time step. Additionally, the tangential stiffness matrix K can be projected as
where
is the reduced tangential stiffness matrix. Applying Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) to the Taylor-Expansion Eq. (??) the dimension is reduced from n to m:
The success of this procedure relies on the right choice of the m dimensional space and thus respectively on the proper construction of the projection matrix Φ. Alternative methods to construct the projection matrix are the modal basis reduction method [35] and the load-dependent Rith method [34, 29] . For the type of problems which are her of interest, the POD has been shown to be the most efficient [37] .
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
The proper orthogonal decomposition method (POD) is based on the singular value decomposition (SVD). It is mainly used in fields like turbulent flow, stochastics, image or signal analysis [9, 24] . In the field of mechanics [7, 26, 31 ] different approaches to employ POD were presented.
The POD is built upon "snapshots" which are the result of unreduced calculations. Thus, it is important to perform the unreduced calculations with parameter configurations which in the end represent the full behaviour of the system. Each time step of our precalculation results into a displacement vector U j with the dimension n × 1. These displacement vectors are gathered in the n × l snapshot matrix
l×n are orthonormal matrices. Σ is a diagonal matrix which contains the singular values (σ k ) which are always positive, ordered decreasingly. The projection matrix Φ can be obtained as
The projection matrix Φ is used to solve the nonlinear Eq. (7) on a lower dimensional space.
Adaptive proper orthogonal decomposition (APOD)
When using POD, it is assumed that the solution lies in a linear space, spanned by the basis functions W 1 . . . W m . Therefore, each linear combination of these basis functions is a possible solution. In general, all snapshots are used to construct the projection matrix Φ. However, in particular in the context of non-linear behaviour, not all snapshots might be representative of the current deformation behaviour. This makes the POD inefficient, since more basis vectors than necessary are used [20] .
It is imaginable that in each time step the respective solution would be matched better by a different but smaller basis. Thus, a simple principle to choose a proper subset of snapshots is introduced which are then employed in the construction of such a matched basis. We call this method adaptive proper orthogonal decomposition.
Principle
For geometrically nonlinear problems we suggest to introduce a projection matrixΦ which depends on the maximal current displacementū max . Investigating geometric nonlinear problems we propose to introduce a projection matrixΦ depending on the maximal current deformationū max , the bar represents the current time step and the maximum displacement is defined as
The snapshot vectors are sorted with respect to the maximum displacement
The current maximal displacement u max is compared with the maximal displacement of each of the snapshots ||U 1 || ∞ ... ||U l || ∞ . The index of the snapshot, which fits the maximum displacement best is denoted as
The snapshots close to the current maximal displacement are chosen and it is expected that these snapshots represent the behaviour of the current state well. To ensure that the snapshots around the index b are still in the range of available snapshots the index of the first taken snapshot is defined as
which ensures that the snapshots exist. The number of considered snapshots is called o. In [25] it is shown that
is a good choice for o, where s is the number of precalculations and m the number of modes. In the case that
available snapshots do not lead to good results, we recommend to generate snapshots with larger deformations. After determining a one can construct a suitable snapshot matrix
for the current timestep. With a singular value decomposition of the current snapshot matrix
the projection matrixΦ for the current timestep is created as
whereΣ contains the singular values in decreasing order.
Numerical results
The parameters for the precalculation can be found in Tab. 1. In a first step a change of the Young's modulus is considered for different number of modes. Therefore, all other parameters are the same as the precalculation found in Tab. 1. In the following different models will be compared. To do so a relative error between two models X and Y is introduced as
The result of the FEAP simulation is denoted as ϕ full where phi is defined in Section 2 and serves here as a placeholder for our quantities of interest. The results of APOD and POD are denoted as ϕ POD and ϕ APOD , respectively. The abbreviation (A)POD is used, if both APOD and POD are referred to. The error full,(A)POD is used to assess the accuracy of APOD and POD. In Fig. 2 POD and APOD are compared. APOD with m = 3 modes is denoted by "APOD3", POD with m = 5 modes is denoted by "POD5". The other configurations are denoted accordingly. In this example it can be seen that the new APOD method with the same number of modes is for all cases significantly more accurate than the POD method, since the snapshots are carefully selected to fit the current situation in every time step. Figure 2 also shows that the APOD method with m = 3 modes yields approximately the same accuracy as POD with m = 10 modes. APOD is more expensive due to the fact that for each time step a singular value decomposition is computed. On the other hand, each singular value decomposition is much cheaper since dim (D) ≤ dim (D). The comparison of the computational time t POD for POD and the computational time t APOD for APOD shows that the cost are almost equal for the same number of modes, with t APOD /t POD ∈ [1.03, 1.05]. Comparing the computation times which yield approximately the same accuracy shows that with t POD10 /t APOD3 ≈ 1.63 the POD requires 63% more computation time.
POD and APOD yields accurate results if the Young's modulus is stiffer than the Young's modulus of the precalculation. For our problem the dimensions of the cube are added as parameters. Each dimension varies between l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ∈ [0.95, 1.05]. In Fig. 3 and 4 two points are observed. First, both POD and APOD are not able to capture the influence of change in the dimensions with the precomputation at hand. Second, both measures reflect this. Whereas, the measure via the QoI is easier to compute. Thus, in the following we will focus on the error measurement using the QoI. To improve POD and APOD sensibly chosen precomputations are needed. Stiffer Young's moduli do not provide additional information, since these are equivalent to the effect of weaker loading and softer material, which are already captured in the first time steps. For the dimensions the strongest effect on the quantity of interest is expected for the extremal values. Thus, the parameter configurations from Tab. 2 are taken for the precalculations.
In Fig. 5 the results for the new precalculations are shown. The error full,(A)POD is plotted over the width l 1 and the height 
l 3 for l 2 = 1.00 and E = 200. For all tested parameter configuration APOD has a higher accuracy. l 2 = 1 is selected, since this choice is not covered by the precalculations directly. A variation of l 2 leads to similar results with the same set of snapshots. Fig. 6 . The error full,POD rises up to 15%, while the maximal error full,APOD stagnates at 2%. It is therefore interesting to investigate the accuracy of POD and APOD for a variation of Young's modulus. In Fig. 8 this relation is presented. The modulus is fixed and the dimensions are covered by 1000 samples. The ranges and the standard deviation of the errors full,POD and full,APOD are plotted. Both, range and standard deviation of full,APOD remain constantly smaller than the respective range and standard deviation of full,POD . Comparing the classic POD with APOD shows that the APOD increases the accuracy of the calculation significantly with the same or a smaller number of modes. This becomes particularly clear in Fig. 7 , where the error is measured for 1000 random parameter configurations. It requires a singular value decomposition for each time step. However, each SVD is cheaper than the SVD for all snapshots at once. By using APOD the computation cost of ϕ is reduced drastically.
Nonetheless, for accurate Monte Carlo simulations usually millions of samples are required, thus the reduction of computational cost is not sufficient. In the next chapters a more specialized method and the synergies with (A)POD are investigated. 
Hierarchical tensor approximation (HTA)
One way to further reduce the complexity of the mapping from the high-dimensional parameter space to a manageable number of quantities of interest is the hierarchical Tucker decomposition [18, 22] 
with k ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, and the resulting grid as D. We describe the corresponding indice set I by
Evaluating the mapping on this grid D yields a 4-th order tensor array, where each entry Φ (i, j, k, l) is the maximal displacement for the parameter combination (l 1,i , l 2, j , l 3,k , E l ). Analogously, we denote the tensor arrays Φ POD and Φ APOD which stem from the prediction given by POD and APOD, respectively. For the HT decomposition of these tensor arrays each parameter is associated with a mode. For example the parameter E is associated with the mode {4} and the parameters l 1 , l 2 and l 3 with the modes {1} , {2} and {3}. We start with a set of modes {1, . . . , d}. Then, this set of modes is split into 2 subsets. The resulting subsets are recursively split until each subset only contains one mode. Thus, the resulting structure is a binary tree with sets of modes in every vertex. This structure is denoted as dimension tree T D , the root of this tree as D = {1, 2, 3, 4} and the set of leaves as L = {{1} , {2} , {3} , {4}}. In Figure 9 we find the dimension tree which is used throughout this paper. A dimension tree is a concept to describe the structure of a HT tensor. When describing an algorithm for the HT format, the dimension tree is used to navigate us through the different parts of the HT tensor.
The second concept needed is the matricisation of a tensor, which is just a reordering of the tensor entries into a matrix. The first two indices (i 1 , i 2 ) and the remaining two indices (i 3 , i 4 ) are renumbered lexicographically with a single index i and a single index j, the matricisation of the tensor A is denoted as
For an accessible introduction to matricisations, see [19] . In the same way, by assigning one single index i to a set of indices corresoponding to the respective modes in the dimension tree and another indice j to the remaining indices of the tensor, the matricisations is constructed for each node in the dimension tree. Therefore, the matricisation M {1,2,3,4} (A) is assigned to the root. This matrix consists of a single column, which contains all tensor entries. For the first leaf, the indice i is associated with (i 1 ) and the indice j with (i 2 , i 3 , i 4 ). This yields the matricisation M {1} (A). In a way, this sets the first parameter in proportion to all remaining parameters. For example, if it holds
the first parameter is unrelated to the rest. This leads to a rank 1 matrix for the matricisation associated with this leaf. The rank is an indication on how strongly one parameter relates to the remaining parameter. With the association of the rank of a matricisation to the respective mode set t ∈ T D , it yields the definition of the hierarchical rank
The set of tensors with a certain hierarchical rank k is denoted as
It is not to be expected that a tensor is included in H k . Therefore, the goal is rather, to find an approximationÃ ∈ H k for a tensor A. In [18] an quasi-optimal algorithm was developed based on singular value decomposition (SVD). For the resulting tensor A H−SVD ∈ H k applies
The use of a SVD is expensive, in the sense that all entries of a matricisation are used. A data sparse method to find a low rank approximation of a matrix is the skeleton or cross approximation [17] . The basic idea is to only use a subset of rows and columns of the matrix. Let M ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 , P ⊂ I 1 and Q ⊂ I 2 , then the cross approximation reads
where S is the submatrix that arises at the intersections of the chosen rows and columns. This method only employs the entries of the rows and columns, thus the computation of most of the entries in the matrix are spared. Finding those pivot sets P and Q is possible in an adaptive fashion, cf. [5] , meaning that the algorithm proceeds until a cross approximation with a certain accuracy is found or until a certain rank is reached. With help of this algorithm, a low rank approximation is found for each matricisation in the dimension tree. This yields column spaces for each node in T D . The important columns U {µ} j j∈{1,...,k µ } found for the matricisations on the leafes are simply stored colum-wise in a matrix U {µ} , with µ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. We denote these as frames. One level higher, the important columns are found by the cross approximation method for a submatrix of M t (A). But instead of storing these columns, we compute and store the coefficients B for all t ∈ T D \ L. Each transfer tensor B is computed by a series of projections between linear spaces. In condensed form it reads
With these transfer tensors B t , the frames and Eq. (21), it yields a low rank approximation for a tensor array, given that the ranks in each node are small. We denote this approximation in the following as hierarchical Tucker approximation (HTA) and the algorithm for finding the HTA as generalized cross approximation. We have some control over the construction by setting the size of the submatrices and by setting the accuracy or the maximal rank for each cross approximation. This method of constructing a HT tensor is elaborated in [3] .
The transfer tensors and frames are the only data that is needed to be stored for an hierarchical tucker approximation.
then the upper bound reads 4 · N · k + 2k 3 + k 2 for the number of stored elements from Figure 9 . For N = 100 and k = 5, it yields 2275 elements compared to 10 8 elements in a full tensor. With Eq. (21) we have access to each entry of U D and therefore to each entry of the H tensor. For (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 ) ∈ I we pick the respective row v {k} U i k ,· and compute
In the same fashion, we compute w {3,4} . Finally, the entry is computed by
Thus, this evaluation needs 2k +4 matrix vector multiplications.
HTA for the cube under compression
Next, the mapping (4) is approximated by the means of HTA. For HTA an already available mapping is needed, e.g. ϕ full , which is deduced from a full FEAP simulation. Other choices are the reduced (A)POD models. The reduced mappings are denoted as ϕ POD and ϕ APOD and the respective approximating mappings in hierarchical Tucker format are denoted as ϕ H full , ϕ H POD and ϕ H APOD .
We employ the generalized cross approximation as briefly described in Chapter 5 with random matrices of size 8 for all tensor arrays, as long as the matricisation allows it. If the number of rows or columns of the matricisation is smaller, the smaller number is used for the size of the respective random sub matrix. The cross approximation for each matricisation is then executed in an adaptive manner with a tolerance of 10 −6 which means that the distance between the cross approximation and the actual matrix is less than 10 −6 in each entry of the selected Table 3 : Construction times of a HTA and the respective number of used entries. rows and columns. This is not a guarantee for accuracy but at least a well established heuristic.
For each tensor array Φ which is deduced from the mapping ϕ, we examine different resolutions of the parameter space and a different number of finite elements, namely N ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64} and N FEM ∈ 2 3 , 4 3 , 8 3 . To reduce computation time and to ensure the stability of the input for the HTA the loading is reduced by 80%. The range of the Young's modulus is chosen to be in the range [100, 200] .
The construction times are found for different numbers of samplings N and 3 different resolutions of the mesh are listed in Tab. 3. All computations were performed on a cluster with 2x Intel Xeon X5690 processors with 2x6 CPU cores with 3.47 GHz and 48GB RAM. Each column shows the same trend. The number of finite elements determines the magnitude of the computational time needed, where the sampling rate only changes the computational time in a sub-linear fashion. This is not a high price to pay, especially when compared to the number of used entries. Obviously, independently of the number of finite elements, the percentage of used entries of the tensor array drops rapidly with increasing sampling rate. This means that a higher resolution in the parameter space leads to a higher compression of the encapsulated information by the HTA. Around 10 3 evaluations are needed for N = 64, independently of the number of finite elements used. This indicates that the structure of the mapping φ is suitable for an approximation in a hierarchical Tucker format, stemming from simulations with different accuracies. Table 4 : Errors for different methods from 1000 random parameters on the tensorized grid.
Approximation quality
More interesting is the approximation quality of the HTA. To estimate the quality we examine the distributions of various errors. For each distribution 1000 random parameter combinations (l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , E) ∈ D are used. In Fig. 10 the range of errors is plotted including the mean over the different sampling rates and N FEM = 8 3 . It is observed that the maximal error lies around the magnitude 10 −4 . In relation to the displacement, which lies between 20% and 30%, the maximal error is six magnitudes smaller. Accordingly, it is observed in Fig. 11 that the maximal relative error
is of magnitude 10 −6 in most cases. The next error observed is the relative error
Here, Fig. 13 shows that the maximal relative error is smaller than 0.15%, which is a satisfactory result for certain applications. It suggests that the reduced model produces a mapping, which is less suitable for this kind of low rank approximation. In comparison to the HTA of the unreduced model the error is 3 orders of magnitude worse. Whenthe HTA of a reduced model to approximate the mapping ϕ F is used, the approximation errors of the reduced model and of the HTA are added. Empirically, this is observed with the relative error full,H (A)POD (p),which is found in Fig. 14. A majority of relative errors are smaller than 1%, which is still a sufficient approximation quality for some applications.
An overview of all relative errors is found in Table 4 . APOD yields the better results, although it scatters more. Note that these errors were measured for a fifth of the loading. Therefore, the errors full,POD and full,APOD do not comply with the errors found in Sec. 4. With a fifth of the original loading the cube shows less pronounced non-linear behaviour. Therefore, to obtain the same error level, about the same number of modes are used for POD and APOD.
The HTA is seemingly better suited for POD than for APOD. If the HTA is constructed from (A)POD, the mean relative error to the unreduced model is just the sum of the means of POD,H (A)POD and full,H (A)POD . The relative errors of HTA and the (A)POD approximation are two magnitudes apart from each other. Overall, it is feasible to surrogate ϕ (A)POD with ϕ H (A)POD .
Of course, there is plenty of room for improvement and many angles to approach this insufficiency. It would be easily possible to increase the ranks of the HTA or the number of modes and snapshots of the POD. Both ideas would lead to an increase of computational cost, but the balance between these cost and the approximation quality is its own task for every application, where HTA and POD methods are used in combination.
Instead of constructing the approximation H (A)POD of the (A)POD model we will employ the HTA to improve the used snapshots and therefore the (A)POD model itself in the next chapter. This is to our knowledge the first attempt in literature.
Finding snapshots with HTA
In the previous chapters, the POD and APOD model was built upon snapshots, which were carefully chosen from an understanding of the model problem. Therefore, one question at hand is, if it is possible to improve the POD or APOD method, by finding better snapshots with the help of the HTA of the unreduced method. Since the approximation quality of HTA for the unreduced model has a high accuracy, the CPU time effort can be significantly reduced by using HTA instead of the full FE model.
One way to assess the approximation quality of the (A)POD model is the comparison to the unreduced FE model. With this measure at hand it is possible to find parameter configurations where the discrepancy between FE model and (A)POD model is especially large. New snapshots are then generated for this particular parameter configurations, thus reducing the discrepancy between FE and (A)POD model. One iteration of this procedure may be be written down as (4) Generate the snapshots S(p * ) and enrich the used set of snapshot
This step may be repeated until a fixed number of snapshots is found or a certain tolerance is reached.
Step 3 is especially expensive, since the parameter space may be high dimensional. Additionally, for an accurate measure of the discrepancy evaluations of the full model are needed. To mitigate these costs, we propose to use HTA as a surrogate model of the residual r in each step. Therefore, let the residual be denoted as
where ϕ (A)POD,k (p) denotes the k-th reduced model from a successively constructed set of models. Naturally, we start this series with ϕ (A)POD,0 (p) ≡ 0 which is equivalent to an empty set of snapshots S 0 = ∅ and implies r 0 (p) = ϕ H full (p). The main step is the third step which consists of the computation of max p∈D |r k (p)|. The maximum is estimated by finding the maxima in alternating directions iteratively. Heuristically, in our case this gives a good estimation for the maximum. To improve the snapshot set it is not necessary to find the global maximum.
Once a maximum (global or local) is determined, this leads to a parameter configuration where the discrepancy between reduced and unreduced model is high. Exactly this parameter configuration is then used to generate a new set of snapshots S k+1 , leading to ϕ (A)POD,k+1 . These steps are repeated iteratively until a certain tolerance is fulfilled or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
We perform this procedure for POD and APOD, with underlying a FE model with 4 3 elements and use a HTA with a sampling rate of 64 points per parameter. In our experiments this coarse FE model lead to very similar parameter configurations as a finer model. This strategy makes the procedure of this section feasible in practise to provide a sensible selection of snapshots for more accurate models.
In Tab. 5, the devolopment of the absolute maximum with each iteration is found. The decline of the residual is significant until it stagnates after the fifth iteration. This, most probably, leads back to the approximation error of the HTA for the residual r k .
To compare these new models with the models in Sec. 4, we generate random parameters and compute the difference in the quantity of interest as one measurement for the quality of the reduced model, as well as the L 2 error as a second measurement. We observe in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 , that the whole procedure is working for both measurements. For APOD we find that there is a kink for both measurements. On the other hand, a comparison with the manually chosen snapshots in Fig. 18 shows, that the HTA chosen snapshots are significantly worse for APOD. One reason could be, that the interesting parameter configurations are found at the boundary of the parameter space, but the HTA lacks accuracy at the boundaries. The reason for this is the manner in which the HTA is constructed. Since the generalized cross approximation takes submatrices of the respective matricizations, the parameters on the boundary space are usually not hit upon. For this simple problem it is practicable to choose suitable snapshots. In more challenging situations this task becomes more difficult. In those cases, the procedure above could suggest parameter configurations for a set of quantities of interest, so that the choice of snapshots becomes feasible.
Once a suitable reduced model is found, it may be used for a variety of application. Since the main application in this paper is uncertainty quantification in form of a Monte Carlo estimation of the mean and variance, we will discover in the following chapter how to perform this with the HTA.
Comparison -HTA and APOD
In this paper, three levels of modeling are considered. The first level is the FEM model, the second level is the POD model deduced from the FEM model and the third level is the low rank approximation in the hierarchical tensor format. Each level is Table 6 : An overview of the computation times for construction and evaluation of (A)POD and HTA. With 8 3 finite elements.
in some sense more specialized and carries less information. E.g., the FEM model is able to deal with changes in the geometry, whereas POD is only able to deal with the changes covered by the snapshots. This effect is shown in Section 4, more precisely, in Fig. 3 . The POD model provides the displacement in every node of the cube, thus most quantities of interest which depend on the displacement are easily computed. In contrast, the HTA is only suitable to approximate a single quantity of interest. Consequently, another HTA has to be established, if another quantity of interest has to be investigated. The advantage of this highly specialized approximation is the low cost of computation later on. Construction times, the time needed to evaluate 100 random parameters as well as the convergence behaviour for the estimation of the mean and variance are analyzed and compared in the following (see Tab. 6).
Naturally, the construction time of the unreduced FEM model is zero. The construction time of APOD and POD is relatively low, since only a handful of FE simulations are needed to generate the snapshots. For the construction of the HTA, around 10 3 evaluations have to be carried out, therefore the construction time is very high in comparison, even if POD is used as basis. Note, that the times given in Tab. 6 are subject to fluctation, since the number of entries needed to construct a HTA depends on the random submatrices in the computation of the generalized cross approximation. Further, it has to be taken into account that for theevaluation of a POD or APOD model an iterative solver with an adaptive number of iteration steps is used. Yet, the orders of magnitude are consistent for all performed experiments.
The high construction times of HTA pay off, as it is seen for the cost of 100 evaluations. In Fig. 19 the total CPU time is plotted over the number of evaluations. For instance for 1000 evaluations, the use of HTA does not really pay off, because the construction time for establishing the H−Tensor is very high in comparison to the CPU time needed to comput the results of 500 evaluations. Already for 2500 evaluations, the picture has changed to the opposite. Please note that a number of 2500 evaluations is easily reached and in the context of uncertainty quantification a very small number of evaluations.
The mean and the variance of the maximal displacement are shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 , respectively For both, the mean and the variance, it can be observed that all models converge rapidly to a similar value. The differences of the mean values in Tab. 7 are in the same magnitude as the errors found in Tab. 4. Table 7 : QoI for different methods from 1000 random parameters on the tensorized grid.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this work three levels of modeling were presented. The original FE model which is here considered as full model was first reduced by (adaptive) proper orthogonal decomposition and then by low rank approximation in hierarchical tucker format. It should be emphasized that the procedure is applicable to arbitrarily geometrically and materially non-linear problems. The present paper is, however, restricted to Neo Hookean behaviour, where uncertainties in geometric and material parameters were investigated.
First of all, both model reduction methods were assessed with respect to their approximation quality. It was discovered that the accuracy of the A(POD) has to be improved by additional snapshots. An efficient procedure to find these additional snapshots by means of a novel combination of a greedy algorithm with HTA was developed. The accuracy obtained from the automatically chosen snapshots was compared with the result of the manually chosen snapshots. Obviously, the method is promising, in particular for complex examples where the manual choice of the snapshots is very difficult.
Beside the approximation quality, the construction and evaluation times of (A)POD and HTA were compared. The results indicate that using a low rank approximation of a (A)POD model is a viable combination of methods. Since the error (A)POD,H (A)POD is several magnitudes smaller than the error full,(A)POD , the approximation ϕ H (A)POD becomes a useful surrogate for ϕ (A)POD which in turn is a surrogate for the full model. The relation between construction times of H (A)POD and H full is proportional to the relation of evaluation times of an (A)POD and a full simulation. Whereas the evaluation time of a low rank tensor is negligible in relation to one evaluation of the (A)POD model. For large scale problems both the relation of construction and evaluation times will improve significantly in favour of this strategy.
In the development of this work, many ideas for future work emerged. These ideas were excluded here, in order to focus on the relation between POD and HTA. With regard to modern methods in uncertainty quantification, like multi-level and quasi Monte Carlo methods, stochastic collocation and stochastic Galerkin methods, one idea would be to incorporate our reduced models. In terms of polymorphic uncertainty quantification, an attempt to incorporate fuzzy-stochastic numbers or other non-probabilistic methods could improve the representation of epistemic uncertainties.
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